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Background. Acute limb ischemia (ALI) is associated with significant morbidity and mortality. Novel anticoagulants reduce
adverse events among patients with peripheral artery disease, though the potential effect of these therapies is unclear in
patients with ALI. The present study thus sought to evaluate the potential clinical benefit of universal application of novel
anticoagulants to a high-risk population of patients with ALI. Methods. In this retrospective cohort study, we identified
patients diagnosed with ALI in the Veterans Affairs Healthcare System between 2015 and 2016. We then calculated the
incidence of adverse cardiovascular events (death/stroke/myocardial infarction/amputation/repeat intervention) as if they were
treated with rivaroxaban using published data. Further, we calculated the cost to treat a Veteran diagnosed with one of these
outcomes, and the potential savings had patients been universally treated with novel anticoagulants. Results. We identified 286
patients that presented with lower extremity ALI and were not treated with anticoagulation. Potential treatment of these
patients with rivaroxaban resulted in significantly fewer adverse events, with an 11.9% reduction in cases at 21 months (95%
CI: 5.5-17.8%) and a 13.4% reduction in cases at 47 months (95% CI: 5.6-20.5%). This corresponded to significant decreases in
healthcare spending for patients with ALI who were treated with rivaroxaban. Conclusions. Among patients with ALI,
treatment with rivaroxaban could result in a significant reduction in adverse cardiovascular events. The reduction in events
would in turn lead to significant decreases in healthcare spending for this population.

1. Background

Peripheral artery disease (PAD) is associated with significant
morbidity and mortality, afflicting approximately 8–12 mil-
lion Americans [1]. Acute limb ischemia (ALI) remains the
most catastrophic complication of PAD, most commonly
resulting from rupture of an existing atherosclerotic plaque
and instigated by thromboembolism and trauma [2]. ALI
occurs relatively infrequently with a reported incidence of
1.5 per 10,000 person-years [3]. However, patients suffering
from this condition have a remarkably poor prognosis with a
high proportion requiring amputation or suffering death
within one year of their index presentation [4]. Similarly,

the costs related to the management after ALI poses a signif-
icant burden both to the patients and the healthcare systems
that care for them [5].

The development of therapies to improve outcomes for
patients with PAD and ALI has thus been an intense area
of research. Conventional antithrombotic therapies have
been evaluated in this population, with the Warfarin Anti-
platelet Vascular Evaluation (WAVE) Trial failing to show
a reduction in adverse events for a broad population of
patients with PAD prescribed warfarin in addition to aspirin
[6]. Novel antithrombotic therapies, however, have demon-
strated improved outcomes with the Vascular Outcomes
Study of ASA along with Rivaroxaban in Endovascular or
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Surgical Limb Revascularization for PAD (VOYAGER PAD)
and the Cardiovascular Outcomes for People Using Antico-
agulation Strategies (COMPASS) both demonstrating bene-
fits with the use of rivaroxaban [7, 8]. The utilization of
these therapies in patients with the most acute manifesta-
tions of peripheral artery disease has been underwhelming
thus far, including those with ALI.

With this in mind, the present study sought to evaluate
the potential clinical benefit of universal application of novel
anticoagulants to a high-risk population of patients with
ALI. Further analyses sought to evaluate the potential cost
effectiveness of this therapy, using reductions in clinical out-
comes observed in prior trials evaluating the broader popu-
lation of patients with PAD.

2. Methods

2.1. Population. All patients presenting to Veterans Health
Administration Hospitals with a new diagnosis of lower
extremity ALI and discharged from October 2015 to Sep-
tember 2016 were included in the analysis. For the purpose
of this project, hospital admission for acute limb ischemia
was first determined using administrative billing codes
(ICD-10 code I70, I72-I74, I75.021, I75.022, I77.1, I77.4,
T82, T85, and T87). Thereafter, the cases were reviewed by
experienced clinicians to confirm that the patient suffered
from an acute occlusion of a lower extremity artery resulting
in symptoms compatible with acute limb ischemia (SWW).
The study was reviewed and approved by the Colorado Mul-
tiple Institution Review Board, with a waiver of informed
consent.

2.2. Measurements. Clinical characteristics of the patient pop-
ulation were derived from the electronic health record. The
primary medical therapy for included patients was ascertained
from pharmacy data linked to the same electronic medical
record. The initial treatment modality was determined based
on procedural codes for endovascular (CPT: 37220/37221/
37222/37223/37224/37225/37226/37227/37228/37229/37230/
37231/37232/37233/37234/37235) and surgical (CPT: 35500/
35521/35533/35537/35538/35539/35540/35541/35546/35548/
35549/35551/35556/35558/35563/35565/35566/35583/35585/
35587/35621/35623/35646/35647/35651/35654/35656/35661/
35663/35665/35666/35671/35681/35682/35700 or 35683/
35686/35571 in combination with one of the following:
35556/35566/35571/35583/35585/35587/35623/35656/35666/
35671) revascularization or primary amputation (CPT: 27880/
27881/27882/27884/27886/27590/27591/27592/27594/
27596).

2.3. Outcomes. The primary outcome was the time to major
adverse cardiovascular limb event, comprising cardiovascu-
lar death, readmission for stroke, readmission for myocar-
dial infarction, major amputation, or repeat peripheral
revascularization consistent with prior publications [7, 8].
A secondary outcome of BARC3a bleeding events, defined
as a hemoglobin decline > 3 g/dL or transfusion, was also
ascertained within 72 hours of the hospitalization. Outcomes
were obtained from the VA electronic health record as well

as community care data sources. Mortality was ascertained
from the Veterans Health Administration Vital Status File.
The cause of death, cardiovascular or noncardiovascular,
was determined via chart review from an experienced clini-
cian (SWW). The time to first event was calculated for each
patient and those that did not experience the event were cen-
sored at 47 months (1,430 days) following their index dis-
charge date, consistent with the maximum follow-up time
in the COMPASS trial [7]. The average total cost associated
with the five events of the composite outcome was estimated
using VA and community care payment data. This total cost
consisted of both inpatient and outpatient costs correspond-
ing to the first event. Cardiovascular death was assumed to
cost $0.

2.4. Analysis. Comparisons were made between those identi-
fied with acute limb ischemia, and the cohort was previously
analyzed in the COMPASS trial [7, 8]. To do so, Welch’s
two-sample t-test was used to compare continuous variables
and Chi-square tests were used to evaluate categorical vari-
ables. The number of potential cases avoided was estimated
using a cause-specific competing risks Cox proportional haz-
ards model. Non-cardiovascular death was treated as a com-
peting risk in the model. We first calculated the observed
cumulative incidence and cumulative hazard for the five-
event composite outcome in the ALI veteran cohort. The
observed cumulative hazard from the ALI veteran cohort
was then multiplied by the hazard ratio, its lower confidence
interval (CI) limit, and its upper confidence interval limit
reported in the COMPASS trial subgroup analysis
(HR = 0:69, 95% CI: 0.56-0.85) to estimate the projected
cumulative hazard and 95% CI for the veteran cohort [8].
Then, we transformed the projected cumulative hazard to
the projected cumulative incidence of the composite out-
come. Finally, we subtracted the projected cumulative inci-
dence from the observed cumulative incidence to get the
absolute risk reduction. That percentage was then multiplied
by the sample size of the ALI veteran cohort to get the num-
ber of potential cases averted. The number of cases averted
was calculated at 21 months (630 days) and 47 months
(1,430 days) which are the median and maximum follow-
up times from the COMPASS trial, respectively. We then
multiplied the projected cases averted by the average total
cost of the events (and the 95% CI) to estimate the potential
cost savings of treating the ALI veteran cohort with rivarox-
aban. All analyses were conducted in R version 4.0.2.2. A p
value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Population. Of the 329 Veterans diagnosed with ALI in
Fiscal Year 2016, 43 were prescribed rivaroxaban at least
once following their index admission date and were
excluded, leaving a total of 286 veterans for the final analysis.
Compared to the COMPASS PAD cohort, Veterans in the
ALI cohort were more likely to be male (95.8% vs. 71%, p
< 0:001), more likely to have hypertension (89.2% vs.
78.9%, p < 0:001), and more likely to have been diagnosed
with a stroke in the past (10.8% vs. 6.9%, p = 0:02). Veterans
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in the ALI cohort also had lower body mass index (26.7 vs.
28.3, p < 0:001), and were less likely to be a current or for-
mer smoker (55.9% vs. 73.4%, p < 0:001) compared to the
COMPASS PAD cohort. There were significantly lower rates
of statin therapy (78.3% vs. 83.8%, p = 0:024) and therapy
with ACE-inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers
(57.7% vs. 68.8%, p < 0:001) amongst the veterans in the
ALI cohort, though there was similar utilization of antiplate-
let therapy (84.6% vs. 87.7%, p = 0:166) between the two
groups (Table 1). The initial therapy for ALI was varied, with
the majority (59%) undergoing attempted revascularization.
The proportion of patients undergoing endovascular (42%)
and/or surgical revascularization (22%) significantly
exceeded the proportion undergoing primary amputation
(5%). The antiplatelet therapy based on treatment strategy
was similar, though, with the majority of patients that
received antiplatelet therapy after undergoing endovascular
or surgical revascularization treated with clopidogrel with a
smaller proportion of patients receiving the medication after
primary amputation (Table 2).

3.2. Adverse Events. Within the observation period of 47
months, 174 veterans experienced at least one event of the
composite outcome as their first event, and 27 veterans died
due to noncardiovascular-related causes. Bleeding events
were rare in the cohort, afflicting only 5 (1%) patients within
72 hours of hospital discharge. Using previously published
data to estimate a potential benefit, 34 potential adverse
events (95% CI: 15-50 cases) may have been avoided had
the ALI veteran cohort been universally treated with rivarox-
aban at 21 months. At 47 months, 38 potential cases (95%
CI: 17-58 cases) may have been prevented. Ultimately, riva-
roxaban treatment may have resulted in an 11.9% reduction
in cases at 21 months (95% CI: 5.5-17.8%) and a 13.4%
reduction in cases at 47 months. (95% CI: 6.0-20.5%,
Figure 1).

3.3. Costs. The average, total cost for veterans who experi-
enced at least one event of the composite outcome was
$49,037 (95% CI: $41,479-$58,830). Thus, at 21 months,
the potential cost savings of treating the ALI veteran cohort
with rivaroxaban is $1.7 million (95% CI: $1.4-$2.0 million).
At 47 months, the potential cost savings of rivaroxaban
treatment is $1.9 million (95% CI: $1.6-$2.2 million).

4. Discussion

The present study evaluated the potential reduction in
adverse events treated with novel anticoagulants among
patients presenting with ALI. As the data demonstrate,
adverse events among patients with severe PAD are high
with a preponderance of cardiovascular and limb related
outcomes. The application of clinical trial data to this popu-
lation suggests an 11.9% reduction in these adverse events
over a 21-month period if universally applied after the index
presentation. Prescription of these medications after a longer
follow-up period of 47 months leads to a potential 13.4%
reduction in the same outcome, suggesting an even greater
potential benefit for this vulnerable patient population.

These data have important implications for the medical
management of patients with ALI.

Though less common than other manifestations of PAD,
ALI continues to represent the most devastating

Table 1: Baseline covariates of veterans in the ALI cohort and
patients with PAD in the COMPASS trial.

ALI
cohort

COMPASS PAD
cohort

p
value

n 286 2492

Age 66.9 (8.7) 67.9 (8.45) 0.06

Male
274

(95.8%)
1774 (71%)

<
0.001

BMI 26.7 (5.4) 28.3 (5.0)
<

0.001

Systolic BP
135.2
(13.6)

138.9 (18.5)
<

0.001

Diastolic BP 76.1 (8.3) 77.7 (10.1) 0.003

Current or former
smoker

160
(55.9%)

1829 (73.4%)
<

0.001

Median cholesterol
(mmol/L)

4.3 (3.5-
5)

4.2 (3.6-5.0) N/A ∗

Hypertension
255

(89.2%)
1966 (78.9%)

<
0.001

Diabetes
119

(41.6%)
1100 (44.1%) 0.45

History of stroke
31

(10.8%)
171 (6.9%) 0.02

eGFR < 60mL/min
74

(32.5%)
688 (27.6%) 0.138

Medications

Antiplatelets
242

(84.6%)
2185 (87.7%) 0.166

Statin
224

(78.3%)
2088 (83.8%) 0.024

ACE-I or ARB
165

(57.7%)
1715 (68.8%)

<
0.001

Beta blocker
181

(63.3%)
1477 (59.3%) 0.212

Proton pump inhibitor
146
(51%)

826 (33.1%)
<

0.001

Primary treatment
strategy

Revascularization
168
(59%)

— —

Endovascular
121
(42%)

— —

Surgical 63 (22%) — —

Amputation 14 (5%) — —

None
115
(40%)

— —

(i) Data presented as mean (standard deviation) for continuous variables or
proportions for categorical variables. (ii) Abbreviations: Std Diff: absolute
standardized difference. (iii) Because the full data from the PAD subgroup
analysis were unavailable, we could not formally test the difference in
medians between the ALI veteran cohort and the COMPASS trial PAD
subgroup.
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manifestation of this clinical entity [9, 10]. Previous studies
have shown significantly higher rates of limb loss and death
for patients undergoing revascularization for ALI compared
to patients undergoing revascularization without a diagnosis
of ALI, with a greater than twofold increase in the need for
amputations and twofold increase in mortality at one year
for patients diagnosed with ALI [4]. Though the scope of
available treatments for ALI has expanded to include medi-
cal therapy, percutaneous endovascular treatment options,
and more traditional open surgical treatment options, mor-
bidity and mortality attributable to ALI remain a significant
area or concern for peripheral vascular providers [2]. To this
end, the identification of novel therapies to help combat in
the fight against ALI has been of paramount importance.

Novel oral anticoagulants may provide an effective
adjunct to reducing adverse events among patients with
ALI. Initial investigations exploring the use of the vitamin
K antagonist warfarin did not reduce adverse events in this
vulnerable population [6]. However, subsequent studies
have suggested that novel oral anticoagulants such as riva-
roxaban may reduce the morbidity for these patients. In
COMPASS, the addition of low-dose rivaroxaban (2.5mg
twice daily) in addition to aspirin therapy significantly
reduced major adverse cardiovascular events in patients with
known PAD or carotid disease [7]. In VOYAGER, similar
benefits were again demonstrated with this dosing strategy
in a similar patient set [11]. As expected, patients with ALI
made up only a very small proportion of the patients
included in each of these three studies, and increased

instances of significant bleeding were observed in each
cohort of patients receiving oral anticoagulants when com-
pared to control groups. As such, determining a patient’s
bleeding risk remains an essential and important step prior
to selecting anticoagulant therapy, regardless of the indica-
tion. Combining this anticoagulant therapy with potent anti-
platelet agents commonly prescribed after endovascular
intervention is also fraught with ambiguity. The present
analysis demonstrated that a large proportion of patients
with acute limb ischemia are prescribed P2Y12 inhibitors
after their hospitalization, with clopidogrel the most com-
monly used agent. Future studies will likely assess the appro-
priate combination of antiplatelet therapies with novel
anticoagulants to optimize outcomes for patients with
peripheral artery disease, including those with acute limb
ischemia.

The introduction of novel oral anticoagulants could
reduce the morbidity and healthcare costs for patients with
ALI. Previous data suggests that the introduction of a novel
oral anticoagulant reduces the risk of subsequent adverse
limb events by 1.4% in a broad population of patients with
PAD [7]. Applying that reduction to a homogeneous popu-
lation of patients with lower extremity, ALI could result in
realization of a significant reduction in costs to the
healthcare system. In the present analysis, the average cost
of treating a patient who experiences at least one condition
from the composite outcome is $49,037. Treatment with riv-
aroxaban results in marked reduction in spending, with a
$1.7 million reduction in spending over 21 months and a
$1.9 million reduction in spending over 47 months. Cur-
rently, the cost of rivaroxaban 2.5mg twice daily, the dosing,
which has most clearly demonstrated benefit in past trials, is
$591 per month, which correlates to a cost of $12,411 dollars
for 21 months and $27,777 over 47 months. At this rate,
treating veterans within the ALI cohort with rivaroxaban
potentially saves $1.69 million over 21 months and $1.87
million dollars over 47 months. Further investigations
should be considered to evaluate whether the universal
application of novel anticoagulants to this patient popula-
tion realizes the calculated reduction in morbidity and
healthcare costs.

4.1. Limitations. The present analysis should be interpreted
in the context of several limitations. The cohort was initially
derived from administrative billing codes to identify patients
with ALI, which may not be sensitive or specific. To mitigate
this limitation, the sample was then reviewed by two experi-
enced clinicians to ensure that only patient with acute symp-
toms and demonstrated acute occlusion of a lower extremity
artery were included in the final analysis. Unfortunately,
there was significant heterogeneity in the clinical documen-
tation for these patients such that the acute limb ischemia
stage could not be consistently ascertained. The patient pop-
ulation in this cohort was slightly different than those in
prior clinical trial investigating novel anticoagulants. In most
cases, these differences suggested a higher preponderance of
comorbid conditions, consistent with presentations for acute
events rather than a broad population of patients with PAD.
The effect of anticoagulation in reducing adverse events

Table 2: Antiplatelet therapy prescribed within 90 days, stratified
by primary treatment modality.

Treatment
Antiplatelet prescriptions

(number)

Endovascular

Overall 90

Clopidogrel 67

Prasugrel 1

Ticagrelor 1

Other 71

Surgical

Overall 39

Clopidogrel 21

Prasugrel 0

Ticagrelor 0

Other 33

Amputation

Overall 9

Clopidogrel 5

Prasugrel 0

Ticagrelor 0

Other 7

None

Overall 74

Clopidogrel 34

Prasugrel 0

Ticagrelor 0

Other 63

(i) Antiplatelet prescriptions are not mutually exclusive.
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demonstrated in clinical trials may thus underestimate the
potential benefit in this more critically ill population. It is
thus possible that these results underestimate the magnitude
of benefit for novel anticoagulants in patients with ALI.
Finally, the data were derived from a cohort that is predom-
inantly white males. Further studies in other populations
should be considered to evaluate these findings in other
healthcare systems.

5. Conclusions

ALI is associated with a high rate of morbidity and costs to
the healthcare system. The application of novel oral antico-
agulants to this patient population could result in a reduc-
tion in adverse events and costs, suggesting an opportunity
for future investigation.
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